THURSDAY, MARCH 21
LIVE MUSIC | Forward Motion

FLORAL DEMONSTRATIONS | DeBoest Lecture Hall
- 12 PM: Hey, Flower Friend! with Dr. Robert M. Goeljjar, Jr., IRIS blossom
- 1 PM: birthroot—Flower Storytelling with Gregory Rose
- 2 PM: Constructing Flower Crowns with Emily Johnson, Flower Boys
- 3 PM: Extravagance Creates The Moment with Amanda Salles, Premo Designs
- 4 PM: Large scale Floral Arranging with Dominique M Carrington, Naptown Floral

ART IN BLOOM WINE DINNER
6—9 PM / Garden Terrace / Advance tickets required for 21 years or older / Indulge in a creative culinary journey crafted by Executive Chef Patrick Russ and the Newfields Culinary Arts Team in the heart of The Garden.

FRIDAY, MARCH 22
LIVE MUSIC | Jan Aldridge Clark and Rob Funkhouser

FLORAL DEMONSTRATIONS | DeBoest Lecture Hall
- 12 PM: Hey, Flower Friend! with Dr. Robert M. Goeljjar, Jr., IRIS blossom
- 1 PM: Monochromatic Elegance with Nicole Niccolli, Marshmallow Monkey
- 2 PM: Hand Tied Bouquets with Deborah Summers, A Bride’s Choice Florist
- 3 PM: Unleashing the Power of Color in Florals with Michelle Maslowski, One of a Kind Events
- 4 PM: Funiebana: The Art of Funky Ikebana Florals with Madeline Mackinnon, Frida’s Flowers

MEET THE DESIGNER NIGHT
6–8 PM / IMA Galleries / Included with Art in Bloom Tickets / Put some spring in your step and meet the florists behind the masterpieces at Art in Bloom.

SATURDAY, MARCH 23
LIVE MUSIC | Petar & Daniel Guitar Duo

FLORAL DEMONSTRATIONS | DeBoest Lecture Hall
- 12 PM: Minimalist Floral Design with Nicole Shley Gilliard, Beholden Blooms
- 1 PM: Wreaths for All Seasons with Carmella Thatcher, Indy Flower Box
- 2 PM: How We Flow: Creating Symbolic Movement with Florals with Tasha Bradley, Stylish Bakery and Event Services
- 3 PM: Color Theory in Floral Design with Mallory Paige, Archer Haus Designs
- 4 PM: Fabulous Table Centerpieces with Anthony Hore

SUNDAY, MARCH 24
LIVE MUSIC | Terry Langdon and Csaba Erdelyi Strings Duo

ART IN BLOOM 2024
The following events and activities are available throughout Art in Bloom:

ORCHID DISPLAYS
in Lily House and Madeline F. Elder Greenhouse

FLOWER CROWNS ($15)
& PLANT MARKET
Randolph H. Deer Special Events Pavilion

SIGNATURE COCKTAIL BAR
Polk Up Wine
Thu—Sat | 11:00 am—6:00 pm
Sun | 11:00 am—4:00 pm

LIVE MUSIC
Pulliam Family Great Hall

ASK ME! DOCENTS
IMA Galleries

THE LUME Indianapolis
featuring Dali Alive
SHOWSTOPPERS

⭐ Ten Ten Photosynthesis
Untitled (Mylar)

⭐ Brut and Bloom
Mirror of Women of Wisdom and Courage

⭐ Frida’s Flowers
...when the bellying is evidenced in the arch of the back...and the coupling of gun metal birds reminds us...love is still here...

⭐ IRIS blossom
Diabolo (neige et fleurs)

⭐ Duet Floral
Total Eclipse of the Art

DISPLAYS

1. Flower Boys
The Gallery Gardener

2. Duet Floral
Fruit and Flowers

3. Rusted Window
The Mysterious Departure

4. Cellar Creations
by Demarise
Garden at La Hune, Saint-Tropez

5. Gregory Rose
Bowl

6. Little Flower Blooms
Pastiche Wall

7. A Bride’s Choice Florist
Vase Dupleisiss

8. One of a Kind Events
Willow Catkin Vase

9. Isabel Studio
Landscape near Arles

10. Carmella Thatcher
Bicentennial Indian

11. Martha Deco
May Wright Sewall

12. Bradley’s Stylish Events
Hotel Lobby

13. Forever Floral
Together We Bloom

14. Indiana Paper Company
Skywalkder/Skyscraper (Matriarch)

15. Ethereal Florals
Funerary Monument of Flavius Agricola

16. Newfields Greenhouse
Flowers in a Glass Vase

17. The Marshmallow Monkey
He is Risen (The Passion of Christ Series)

18. RUE de FLEURS
Lady Philippa Coningsby

19. Eileen McCullough
Self Potrait

20. Rubia Flower Market
Harlem at Night

21. Pink Blossom
Untitled

22. Anthos
Polling Landscape